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A

couple of years ago I was tasked with writing
an article for our Institution’s monthly
training bulletin. I have nearly 20 years of

Law Enforcement experience, mostly within the state
prison system, and have worked at six prisons and
one Headquarters assignment. Even with all the
different experiences I have had during my career, I
was struggling with what to write about, when an
email arrived in my inbox that read, “Another Brother
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has lost the battle and has taken his life.” Sadly, I
wasn’t shocked that this had happened again, but
that email solidified my decision of what I felt I
needed to write.
I decided to open myself up and share a very
personal experience that I felt was relevant and
necessary for our staff to hear. I have served in our

I

have never shared this story with anyone, as it still

brings up many emotions.
Several years ago, I had an officer that worked

for me, who was a close friend for many years before I

department’s Peer Support Team for several years and

had joined the department.

unofficially provided counseling support to my staff

boisterous, and, at times, obnoxious officer that

and friends/family/church for
many, many years prior.
Currently, I am assigned as

“

It’s ok to not be ok.

”

He was that big,

everyone either loved or
hated.

He had nearly 30

years in and was very good
at his job.

our Institution’s Peer Support
(PSP) Administrator providing a liaison between our

One night I got a call from him asking me to

PSP team and the Administration. When this story was

stop by and help him move something in his garage.

originally published in our local bulletin, my boss

I went right over, and when I got to his house I saw

shared it with our Headquarters Leadership, and it was

him sitting on the tailgate of his truck in his driveway.

sent out statewide. I received a lot of feedback from

As I walked up to him, I noticed his .38 revolver sitting

that article, mostly good comments, but as can be

in his lap. At the time I didn’t think anything of it;

expected, some were critical. All of the feedback was,

we’re cops and we have guns, no big deal.

and is, truly appreciated. The story below is an edited

It was at this moment that I saw his face. His

version of the original. I am definitely not an author,

eyes were swollen and red, and it was apparent he had

but I have tried to address some of the concerns raised

been crying.

by the feedback I received.

handed me the gun and thanked me for coming over.

I asked what was going on and he

h
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I still wasn’t sure what was going on, but I gave him a

eating breakfast and finishing our talk. My friend

quick hug and sat down next to him on the tailgate.

thanked me again, and said he was feeling a lot better

We spent the next several hours talking about the

and he would be ok. When I got home and opened

terrible things he’s seen during his 30 years in our

up my safe to put his gun away, I unloaded one bullet

department, and how he had spent his entire career

from the cylinder of his revolver. Then I saw it! The

pushing all those feelings down because he couldn’t

bullet primer was clearly indented! Apparently, he

show any weakness, as he
was always expected to be
rough, tough and ready for
action.
He explained that as
he was now approaching
retirement, it felt like the
floodgates opened up and
all those pent up feelings hit

“ We must find a way to

normalize these conversations
and reduce the stigma
associated with suicide and
mental health treatment for
our staff.

him all at once, and he

”

had pulled the trigger, but
the bullet had failed to fire.
I immediately,
frantically, called him and
said. “I’m heading back over,
because we have more to talk
about.” He laughed and said
he expected my call, but not
to worry, he was ok. I started
to ask, “How,” and he

didn’t know how to react. He was angry, sad, anxious,

interrupted saying, “I guess God’s plan is better than

and, he didn’t like saying it, scared as well. He said he

mine.” As a man of Faith, I felt immediately comforted

was scared of what was going on inside of him and

by his statement. We prayed together and hung up

what the future may hold for him. It was difficult to see

our phones.

and hear my close friend and co-worker as he recalled,
in detail, each and every traumatic event in his career.

I share this story because we have all lost too
many of our own throughout our careers. Please take

This discussion went on for hours and we

time now to invest and engage in your partners. We

eventually ended up at a Denny’s at four in morning,

spend more time with our partners than we do with
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our families. We know each other’s personalities and

there in their time of need. Behind these fences and

quirks, and we should be able to notice when

walls, we are all we have, so let’s put aside the petty

someone is “off.”

disagreements and come together to ensure we all

Don’t be afraid to have those

uncomfortable conversations with each other. Reach

make it out of here every day, together as family.

out to one another for help. There is no weakness in

The story above is much longer with more

asking for help and no greater gift you can give than

details than can be shared publicly, in order to

being there and being a listening ear for your

maintain some privacy for those involved. My friend

partners. Suicide, that ugly word we are often afraid to

called in sick for two weeks after that night and then

say aloud, is real, and it is taking our Brothers and

retired.

Sisters at an ever-increasing rate. We must find a way

retirement.

He is doing well, and he is enjoying his

to normalize these conversations and reduce the

Other than a random “thank you” text I get, we

stigma associated with suicide and mental health

had never talked about that night or the bullet that

treatment for our staff. I don’t recall where I heard

didn’t fire…until about a year ago. My story had

this statement, but we have to get our staff to

somehow made it to him, and he called me to return

understand and believe that “It’s ok to not be ok.”

the “favor.” He thanked me again and apologized for

If you’ve been with our profession for any

putting me through so much that night. I said no

amount of time, you have witnessed or done things

apology was necessary and I thanked him for reaching

that nobody should ever have to experience. These

out and not pulling the trigger again. He said he was

events are cumulative, and they do take a toll on our

in town and would like to meet up to talk.

mental and physical health. There will come a day

The next morning we sat and reminisced for

when all of these experiences will just “hit” you, and

hours, at Denny’s, at 4:00 am. He asked me, “Do you

you will need a way to cope. Take time now to build

still have it?” I pulled the bullet out of my pocket and

those trusting relationships with your partners, so they

set it on the table in front of him. He stared at it for a

will be there in your time of need, and so you will be

few minutes with his eyes watering up and in typical
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OG (Old Guard) fashion, laughed and stated, “Thank

it difficult to gather and enjoy each other’s company.

God for cheap ammo!” We both laughed, and I knew

During these trying times, get creative, make the

my friend had not only survived the blessed misfire,

effort, and find ways to spend quality time with each

but also all the painful experiences that had such a

other and reach out to those who may be struggling.

tight hold on him that day, many years ago.

Regardless of which uniform you wear, I believe our

I still have that bullet sitting on my nightstand.
It reminds of the friends I’ve lost, the friend I almost

profession is a big family that can be counted on
whenever we may need it.

lost, and most importantly it reminds me to engage
and to be involved with the lives of those around me.

Mike Blackford, Captain

Our nation is going through a very difficult time right

California Men’s Colony

now, and we need each other now more than ever.
Social distancing and stay at home orders have made

Needing to vent?
Seeking emotional support?
Email us at ventline@desertwaters.com.
HERE’s more information about the Corrections Ventline.
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Supporting Corrections Staff During
This Extremely Stressful Season
Support staff and coworkers in tangible and helpful ways by offering them the booklets:

Staying Well

More on Staying Well
by Caterina Spinaris

When Home Becomes a Housing Unit
by William Young

Perhaps you can use them to form peer support groups, where you all read a chapter and then
discuss it. (Click the title above to get it.)
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recently spoke with a reporter who was gathering material for an upcoming documentary on the subject of

correctional officer suicide.
My aim for one part of the conversation was to explain how aspects of correctional work, if not processed

properly, may contribute to suicidal thinking and behaviors.
In the course of our conversation, I mentioned traumatic exposure at work as one of these possible
contributors. I pointed out the fact that, during the course of their careers, correctional personnel are typically
exposed to diverse types of incidents of violence, injury or death, either directly or indirectly.
In my discussion with the reporter, I added that research supports the notion that both direct and indirect
exposure to these types of incidents is potentially traumatizing and can result in the development of Post-traumatic

Stress Disorder (PTSD), clinical depression and substance abuse disorders—all of which are risk factors for the
development of suicidal thinking and behaviors.
[Direct traumatic exposure includes experiencing potentially traumatizing events oneself (such as being
assaulted or threatened) or witnessing, in real time, incidents of violence, injury, or death. Indirect traumatic
exposure involves learning about such events that have already occurred, such as by reading about them, viewing
them digitally, or being told about them.
Both direct and indirect traumatic exposure are rampant in correctional work. It is important to note that the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)

1

recognizes that indirect traumatic exposure which is work-related—including electronically or through photographs
—can result in the development of PTSD.]
In my attempt to further describe the effects of correctional staff’s traumatic exposure on the job, I spoke to
the reporter about the term Complex Trauma.
This term has been used by clinicians and researchers to denote the effects on children and adolescents of
multiple exposures to traumatic events. Examples of that are childhood physical or sexual abuse over several years
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and perhaps by more than one perpetrator. Complex Trauma researchers point out that the repeated “pummeling”
of a child with the force of traumatic incidents results in consequences that go beyond the symptoms of PTSD that
is caused by a single, one-time exposure to trauma. Effects of repeated traumatic exposure run deep, damaging
victims’ innermost core in pervasive and lasting ways, distorting their “brain wiring” and fundamentals of their
personality.
However, even this concept of Complex Trauma (which
was originated to describe effects of repeated childhood
trauma) does not fully capture the experience of correctional
professionals.
The reason for that is that usually trauma survivors
who suffer from PTSD or Complex Trauma can relegate their

“ So Post-traumatic Stress

Disorder for correctional

officers is not really ‘Post.’ It’s
not in the past. The trauma is

experience to the past. They have survived the traumatic

not over. It should really be

incidents, and put these events behind them. These incidents

called, ‘Ongoing Traumatic

are part of their history; they are no longer part of ongoing or
anticipated occurrences in their life.

”

Stress Disorder.’

For correctional professionals though, the possibility of
traumatic exposure is far from over. Rather, the likelihood of additional future exposures is very high, practically a
certainty, a matter of WHEN, not IF.
As a result, correctional staff may be exposed to a potentially traumatic event and then report back to work
the next day, fully knowing that sooner or later they will encounter another such exposure, whether of the same
type or different than before.
Anticipating the occurrence of future trauma on the job keeps employees in a continual state of heightened
vigilance and readiness to act. This repeated activation of staff’s nervous systems results in “wear-and-tear” both
physically and emotionally, due to maintaining the stress response on an ongoing basis. It is as if one is
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perpetually crouched down on the track, toes dug into the ground, ready to sprint and run a race; and after
completing that race, returning to the crouched position, instead of walking off the track and relaxing.
The corrosive effects of anticipated new dangers and fresh trauma are never truly over as long as
correctional staff remain in this line of work. Staff cannot take deep breaths (both figuratively and literally), relax,
knowing that they are out of the danger zone, and set their sights on the goals of healing and living peaceful lives.
While still employed in corrections, staff understandably may think that they cannot afford to let their guard down,
as they fear that this would result in them becoming complacent or careless, rendering them and those around
them unsafe.
Besides, the journey of healing after trauma requires removing one’s emotional armor and becoming
vulnerable, at least with one person—the one offering the treatment that facilitates healing and/or peer support.
This can be very hard to do for staff who have to go back to work the next day. It takes tremendous “soul flexibility”
to take one’s emotional armor off and later put it back on at will. It is easier for staff to simply keep their armor on,
and in doing so, disrupt the healing process.
Healing also takes a tremendous amount of intentional pursuit and energy. Staff who are still employed in
corrections cannot fully invest in the healing process in the way persons would who are retired or who no longer
work in corrections. A substantial portion of the energy and focus of those still employed in corrections needs to
remain invested in preparing to deal with future incidents of violence, injury or death, and coping with their
aftermath, in addition to a multitude of other stressors that come with their job. This is necessary if they are going
to be able to report back to work, ready to deal with more such incidents.
Even when correctional staff do take steps to embark on a healing journey—which, even with its limitations,
is truly their only constructive option—a fresh traumatic encounter can steal gains they have so painstakingly
secured through treatment and/or peer support, maybe even sending them back to square one.
It may then be the case that due to the open-ended likelihood of traumatic exposure on the job, staff
cannot truly pursue healing fully from trauma until they are in a job role that minimizes or eliminates such
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exposure, or until they leave corrections work, or until they retire. (Here’s an illustration of what I mean by that. A
custody staff member, who was recently promoted out of an institution to a new work setting that did not include
offender contact, put it this way: “I miss the morale and team aspect of the institution, but the decompression over
the past 30 days has been incredible.” What this person described here is experiencing the ability to take deep
breaths figuratively and literally, and begin to relax, as opposed to being stuck in a state of chronic hyper-vigilance.
This did not happen until he left a work environment that was rife with danger, violence, injury, and death.)
After I described these issues, the interviewer I was talking to exclaimed, “So Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
for correctional officers is not really ‘Post.’ It’s not in the past. The trauma is not over. It should really be called,
‘Ongoing Traumatic Stress Disorder.’”
This comment hit me hard, so much so, that it prompted me to write this article about the quandary that
correctional staff find themselves in as they continue to bravely serve in this line of work.
And regarding the subject of our interview—the high suicide rate of correctional staff—it is not difficult to see
how repeated traumatic stress coupled with other occupational stressors can undermine staff’s capacity to bounce
back after hardship, and erode their resolve to choose life.
Given the indisputably hazardous nature of the job, one solution may be to offer correctional staff
(especially custody staff) adequate retirement options after 20 years of service. Even 20 years of correctional work
can be a very long time, especially in certain institutions. This of course is the subject for another set of
conversations, and not for this article. In the meantime, it is critical to acknowledge the unique stressors impinging
on correctional employees, and emphasize the need to continue searching for ways to support them so they can
have healthy lives and productive careers.
1

American Psychiatric Association. (2013). Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders (DSM-5) (Fifth Ed.). Washington D.C.: American Psychiatric

Association.
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We recently had the privilege to offer the “From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F) Instructor Training for a State
Department of Correction, led by DWCO’s Training Director and Master Instructor Brent Parker. Here are some comments by
instructor candidates at the conclusion of the 5-day Instructor Training, published with permission

Very pleased with the content presented. I hope all DOCs around the world will continue to participate in the
program and to keep learning to better themselves and staff. – A. B., Recruitment & Retention
Class was structured well. Training was relevant to all jobs and very necessary. Brent was engaging and you can tell
he is passionate about program! Great job! And thank you! – S. H., Training Coordinator
I really enjoyed this course. I have seen it offered to many staff, but was never given the chance to attend. Fast
forward four years and I’m gaining knowledge/evidence-based training data and learn how to help myself and
others work through correctional fatigue to fulfillment. This course has been influential and eye opening. I highly
recommend it to Correctional professional everywhere. This class makes all the difference between fatigue and
fulfillment. My ultimate goal is to gain and keep Correctional fulfillment a part of my life and correctional career.
Thank you! – A. C., Correctional Training Officer 3
I learned a great deal this week. I had never taken the course as an employee but always had heard great feedback
from the field. This week made me understand why staff seem to always report positive things. I look forward to
being able to present the material and make an impact on our agency’s greatest resource—our staff. Thank you,
Brent. – C. W., Regional Training Specialist
I think this training is very resourceful and necessary in our department. – T. S., Recruitment & Retention
Coordinator
This training is such a needed thing with our staff! I think it’s very important and will serve us well in the future. –
C. N., Curriculum Development Specialist
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Online CF2F & TG Instructor Trainings
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Both our in-person Instructor trainings for the courses:

“From Corrections Fatigue to Fulfillment™” (CF2F)
“True Grit: Building Resilience in Corrections Professionals™” (TG)
are 40-hr, 5-day in-person trainings followed by phone coaching.
Given travel restrictions and health concerns due to COVID-19, we plan to offer these courses in 2021 as 40hour online trainings that combine training in an online group meeting setting with independent study,
followed by phone coaching.
Dates and other details to be announced soon.
For more information, please contact us at desertwaters@desertwaters.com.
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Continued from the September Issue of The Correctional Oasis
Reprinted with permission for Counseling Today, the magazine of the American Correc;onal Associa;on.

Behavior patterns can be telling
Dakin often detects PTSD and emotional problems by looking for behavioral shifts or irregular behavior patterns
with first responders. For example, a first responder who has been working in the department for 20 years without
any issues may suddenly start yelling at the fire chief and refusing to follow rules. When this happens, the labor
union often asks Dakin to perform an evaluation to figure out what might be going on.
Counselors should also be aware of behavior patterns around substance use. “There’s a huge co-occurrence
of substance abuse and trauma,” Smith says. “So, if you work in an environment where you’re going to see and
experience trauma, then … you’re more likely to develop a substance abuse problem.”
First responders might not necessarily be battling a long-term addiction or engaging in binge drinking,
Prochniak says. They might just be spending their days off work each week casually drinking because they find
their home life less exciting than their work life, he observes.
Both Prochniak and Smith encourage counselors working with first responders to ask about their substance
use, including amount, frequency and any changes over time. “If that problem exists, then it’s usually helpful to
manage substance abuse habits before working on trauma,” Smith advises.
Prochniak also encourages clients to notice when they experience the itch to have a drink or use drugs and
to think about what that itch (the substance use) is trying to scratch. Are they anxious, bored, unsettled? Together,
they then figure out a plan to address the underlying issue. “Breaking it down into this smaller view of what’s
behind the drinking [or substance use] can be helpful,” he notes.
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All the stress and trauma of the job can spill into first responders’ personal relationships. “People who are going
through trauma can be emotionally up and down, so a first responder may be angry or irritable, if not explosive,
sometimes,” Smith says. “Maybe they will cry a lot or be super anxious and not be able to really be in a room with
[family or friends] because they have pent-up energy.”
First responders often need help learning how to transition from work to home, where the rules may be
different, Prochniak says. For example, if a firefighter works a 24-hour shift (followed by 48 hours off), their partner
is in charge of the house for those 24 hours. When the firefighter returns home, they may be upset because they
expect the house to be clean and organized like it is at work.
Prochniak and Smith help these clients develop transition plans to better manage the boundaries between
work and home. Smith encourages his clients to perform self-checks before heading home from work. They can ask
themselves, “Where am I right now? How am I feeling (angry, sad, anxious)? What do I need before I go home?”
His clients often discover they need to take 30 minutes for themselves. They may go for a run, sit in the car and
listen to music, read a book or grab a bite to eat before they are ready to take on the demands at home.
Prochniak recommends that first responders use the following transition strategies:
• If they’ve had a rough day at work, text or call their partner to provide a heads-up.
• Take 30 minutes to exercise either at a gym or on equipment they keep in their garage to process
the cortisol and neurotransmitters that have accumulated over the course of their shift.
• Change their clothes at work so that they don’t wear their uniform home. Prochniak often advises
clients to look at the shoes they’re wearing. If they are wearing their duty or work boots, then they
are at work. If not, then they are at home. This serves as a reminder of the role they are in and what
their expectations should be.
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Helping first responders support themselves
First responders operate in a close-knit community. “They protect each other, but they also don’t know what
to do [to help one another],” Dakin says. She recalls a client who found his co-worker’s behavior troubling, but he
wasn’t sure how to provide assistance because he didn’t want to get his friend in trouble or for his friend to get
mad at him.
One of the best things counselors can do to support this population is to educate them on healthy ways to
help one another. Dakin works with a program (offered by the International Association of Firefighters and the
Professional Firefighters of Maine) that trains firefighters to look for warning signs that a co-worker may be
struggling and to intervene before it turns into a mental health crisis.
According to Whittaker, peer support often works better than group therapy for this population. Group
therapy places people who have been taught to swallow their feelings and just “deal with it” in a setting where
they may fear what a therapist will push them to say and how their peers will react, she explains.
Peer support, on the other hand, “takes the therapist out of the room,” Whittaker says. “It is led by people
who have been through it and people who can find that common ground. It feels less like therapy and more like
people just hanging out and talking, which is a much safer experience for them.”
Dakin recently helped some firefighters/EMTs launch a peer support recovery group. Even if she is present
in the group, she lets the first responders lead. She is there not as a counselor but as moral support, she says. If the
group asks for her clinical advice, she provides a quick blurb on how the brain works or offers tips such as how to
get better sleep. She then fades into the background and lets the group take control again. The goal, she says, is for
the first responders to support one another.
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The “invisible threat” of COVID-19 currently looms over first responders, Prochniak says. When they pull up
on scene or respond to a call, they no longer know what to expect. They have to assume that everyone is sick or
symptomatic, so they wear protective gear and practice physical distancing as best they can while still performing
their jobs.
Clients have told Prochniak that although the number of emergency calls has decreased, the overall
intensity of those calls has increased. More calls have been made related to suicide and domestic violence.
Most first responders are anxious about what the future holds, Dakin says. They worry about the health of their
families and co-workers and their own health. They are concerned about people in the community who often rely
on their services and who aren’t calling right now. And they are anxious about the types of calls they will receive
once call volumes return to normal.
Prochniak is helping his first responder clients manage their anxiety over the COVID-19 pandemic by
having them focus on what is in their control. They may not be able to reduce their threat of being exposed to the
virus, but they can develop a plan for what they would do should they be exposed. Would they live in the garage,
in a tent in the backyard, in a hotel? How would they handle child care?
Whittaker admits that listening to first responders’ experiences can be difficult, but she also appreciates
that they are willing to share something so personal with her. She makes a point of ending each session on an
uplifting note. They might talk about how the client demonstrated bravery, how much the client has improved at
using a particular counseling skill or how an experience worked out better than the client expected.
“When you see change in somebody’s life,” Whittaker says, “it’s easier to hear these difficult stories because
you have a role in making it a little better for them.”
Lindsey Phillips is a contributing writer to Counseling Today and a UX content strategist. Contact her
at hello@lindseynphillips.com or through her website at lindseynphillips.com.
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Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Corrections Division, Inmate
Management, Florida

Maurice Ford, Corrections Deputy,

Palm Beach County Sheriff’s Offi ce, Florida

Pamela Ford, Community Programs Supervision Specialist,

Broward Sheriff's Offi ce, Florida

Severia Franklin, Employee,

Gadsden County Sheriff’s Offi ce, Florida

Charles Holt, Corporal,

Tarrant County Sheriff’s Offi ce, Texas

Robert Johnson, Deputy Sheriff,

Oakland County Sheriff’s Offi ce, Michigan

Angela Kane, Jail Deputy,

Franklin County Sheriff’s Office, Ohio

Anthony Mitchell, Aramark Employee,

Putnamville Correctional Facility, Indiana DOC

Bryant Searcy, Corporal,

Wayne County Jail, Michigan

Susan Roberts, Officer,

Williamson County Sheriff’s Office, Corrections Bureau, Texas

Terry Thompson, Jr., Correctional Officer,

Federal Correctional Institution Coleman Low, Bureau of Prisons,
Florida

Zach Todd, Correctional Officer,

Iowa State Penitentiary, Iowa DOC

Rachel Wallace, Correction Officer,

Cass County Sheriff's Offi ce, Michigan
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Caterina Spinaris, PhD, LPC
Executive Director
Desert Waters Correctional Outreach, Inc.
431 East Main Street,
P.O. Box 355, Florence, CO 81226
(719) 784-4727

www.desertwaters.com
Your donations are tax-deductible.
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DWCO Mission
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To promote the occupational, personal and family
well-being of the corrections workforce through the
provision of evidence-informed resources,
solutions, and support.
Desert Waters Correctional Outreach, Inc., is a nonprofit corporation which helps correctional agencies
counter Corrections Fatigue in their staff by cultivating a
healthier workplace climate and a more engaged
workforce through targeted skill-based training and
research.

MANY THANKS
Thank you for supporting the work
of Desert Waters with your contributions.

Individual donors:
Anonymous donors, TC & Joellen Brown, Jeff & Connie
Mueller, Kevin & Robin Rivard, Harold & Carol Severson

Quote of the
Month
“Nothing great in the world has
ever been accomplished
without passion.”
~ Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel

Business donors:
Paul & Karen Austin, Austin Automotive; Elizabeth
Gamache, LandShark Design, LLC; Janice Graham,
CPA

Special thanks also go to:
Dick Aebischer, Gene Atherton, Cathy Bergquist, Jeremy
Brown, T.C. & Joellen Brown, Jean Cecile Delozier,
Corrin Hogan, Steve & Daria Mayotte, Jenni McMahon,
Elias Mokhriby, Jeff & Connie Mueller, Jack Nuss, Brent
Parker, Jeff Rude, Bryan & Julia Sanford, Curtis
Sanford, Harold & Carol Severson, Rachel Shelver,
Joanie Shoemaker, Eleni Spinari, Ted Tudor
We thank InMotion Hosting, Inc., and Zoom for
generously refunding back to DWCO fees for services
purchased from them, but no longer needed.

DWCO Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the Correctional Oasis are those of the authors and do not
necessarily represent or reflect the views and opinions held by DWCO Board members, staff, and/or
volunteers. DWCO is not responsible for accuracy of statements made by authors. If you have a
complaint about something you have read in the Correctional Oasis, please contact us.

